
RA Masters Commission – Minutes
Monday 15th September 2014, 6.00pm AEST

Attendees: John Whiting, Fenton Jones, Nikki McAllen, Susan Linacre, John Allen, Phil
Titterton, Cameron Allen
Apologies: Mark Mussared, Alan Nicol

1. John Whiting welcomed all to the meeting.

2. 2015 AMRC Update
a. Phil noted that OC meetings were going ahead with preliminary discussions.
b. Phil confirmed that the 2015 NSW Masters Championships would be held two weeks

prior to the AMRC and promoted as a lead-up event to the AMRC with the same
course and set-up.  Clubs will be able to attend the NSW Masters and leave their boats
at SIRC until the AMRC.

c. Phil noted that the 9-lane progression system had come back from Rowing Australia
with some concerns around fairness with lanes being unable to shift to suit conditions
with 9 lanes being used, and inflexibility to increase to 9 lanes if required due to
postponement of racing. Phil also noted that the system has been used successfully at
many NSW regattas at SIRC, including the 2009 World Masters Games. The Masters
Commission confirmed that it is their position that the ability to move lanes for fairness
was of less importance compared to maximising the use of all lanes on the course.

3. ‘Murray River Cods’ Commemoration
a. John W confirmed that feedback had been given to the Commemoration organising

committee that the Masters Commission recommends approaching Rowing Australia
to have involvement in the Australian Rowing Championships, but felt that they would
prefer a local regatta.  The group confirmed that if a local regatta was held the Masters
Commission could assist with promotion, but couldn’t guarantee any attendance.

4. AMRC Cost Drivers
a. Cam presented a document with rounded average income and expenditure in broad

areas from the past three AMRCs.  Nicki questioned the ‘variable’ compared to ‘fixed’
differentiation – Cam noted that fixed was broadly defined as a cost or income that
would be incurred or received at some level regardless of the venue and that a variable
cost or income may or may not be incurred or received depending on the venue. The
Masters Commission confirmed the desire to make available a document that broke
average costs into around 5 broad cost groups and potentially show graphically what
percentage of the seat fee goes into each cost area – showing that the seat fee income
completely goes into regatta expenses.  Cam to continue to develop.



5. Proposal - Australian Masters Head Race Championship
a. Cam tabled a proposal brought to him of running an ‘Australian Masters Head Race

Championship’ prior to the AMRC in 2015.  This was discussed at length, and rejected
due to the inappropriate timing of running a Head Race immediately prior to another
major regatta.  It was agreed however that the concept of a Head Race Championship
itself was worthy, making the following points if something were to be run:

i. It should be run as part of a wider Head Race Championship rather than a
masters specific event

ii. It should be run later in the year (September to November) to line up with
existing Head races

iii. It would be better to become part of an existing Head race to reduce workload
of setting up a new event

iv. It could be run as a stand-alone event, or as part of a three-part series, with
regattas held in Sydney, Brisbane and Melbourne (as examples).  The three-
part series was proposed in previous years.

6. General Business
a. Susan queried on the progress of the revised AMRC Order of Events.  Cam noted that

a release date of the start of November is still the aim and achievable.  It was
confirmed that it would be discussed and finalised at the October AMRC
teleconference.

7. Next meeting – 20th October 2014, 6.00pm AEDT.  Cam noted that he would be out of the
country, but it was confirmed that the meeting would go ahead.

8. Close of meeting – 6.46pm


